
000101100010111100101011000101100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010
110001011001010001010110100101010101010000101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101
101001010101010100001011000101100010111100101011000101000101100010111100101011000101100101
000101011010010101010101000010111001010001010110100101010101010000101100010110001011110010
101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010111100101011000101100101000101
011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010110001011001010001010110100101010101010000
101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010111100
101011000101100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010110001011001010001
010110100101010101010000101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100
001011000101100010111100101011000101100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111
001010110001011001010001010110100101010101010000101100010110001011110010101100010100010110
001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011100101000101011010010101010101
000010110001011000101111001010110001011001010001010110100101010101010000101100010110001011
110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010111100101011000101100101
000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010110001011001010001010110100101010101
010000101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010
111100101011000101100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010110001011001
010001010110100101010101010000101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101
010100001011000101100010111100101011000101100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000
101111001010110001010001011000101111001010110001011001010001010110100101010101010000101110
010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010111100101011000101100101000101011010010101
010101000010110001011000101111001010110001011001010001010110100101010101010000101100010110
001011110010101100010110010100010101101001010101010100001011000101100010111100101011000101
100101000101011010010101010101000010110001011000101111001010001010HOW_TO_MAKE_YOUR_NUMBERS 
0101010101010000101100010110001011110010101100010110010100010101BRIGHT_CLEAR_AND_BEAUTIFUL



Meet your Barbies!

Bridgett Milner
Director of Institutional Effectiveness
Office of Institutional Analytics
Indiana University

Sasha Haywood
Sr. Operational Mgr (Data Analytics) 
Office of Enrollment Management
Indiana University



But really, we have a 
whole dreamhouse of 
Barbies and Kens at IU

Director of 
Strategic 

Planning and 
Research 

Ken 
(aka Doug 
Anderson)

Senior Associate Director 
of Strategic Planning and 

Research Barbie 
(aka Lindsay Boersma)

Data 
Analyst 

Ken 
(aka Joe 

Russo)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is all work that was learned about and developed with the team in Strategic Planning and Research – the Barbie and Kens shown here.  Thanks to ChatGPT for the content assist



Our roles

• Support campus leadership in making data driven 
decisions through providing:

• reporting, 
• analysis, 
• research, 
• projections, 
• data visualizations, and 
• simulations.



Context
Need: information that is easy to understand, memorable, visually 
appealing, and perfectly on brand. 

Want to Avoid: Inconvenient format which requires manual updates

Today’s Examples (Both in Excel and Tableau):

Custom Color Palettes; Fonts; Number Formats; Conditional 
Formatting; Some Non-Standard Graphs

Excel
Sparklines
Spin Buttons
Recording a Macro

Tableau
Hidden Sheets
Stories
Exporting to Text

We will share slides after the presentation!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s a lot of information here – we will quickly move through it but will share information after



Custom Color Palettes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, the reliably trusty old beige Birkenstock is the right choice.  But sometimes the pink pumps might help your visualization appear a bit more polished or help it to pop.



Excel (any Office Suite Product)
To share – navigate
to the .xml file 
saved and send to 
the other Barbies 
and Kens on  your 
team

C:\Users\Barbie\Ap
pData\Roaming\Mi
crosoft\Templates\
Document 
Themes\Theme 
Colors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also works in word and PPT.  



Full Theme

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At IU the 2 brand fonts are Benton Sans and Georgia.  Using a theme allows for bundling a default of both IU brand colors and the use of Benton Sans throughout a workbook.  These can also be shared.As mentioned on the prior slide – these can also be used in PPT or Word – as shown on the right.



Tableau

To share – copy 
edited preferences 
file and share with 
the dreamhouse

C:\Users\Barbie\Documents\My Tableau Repository 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To create a custom color palette in Tableau, you will edit your “preferences” file to include additional options.  It’s probably located in a location such as this.There are 2 types of palettes – regular (discrete colors) and ordered sequential (gradients) – these use hex values and conform to the format displayed on the screen.



Tableau Fonts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While I’m not certain that you can change the default fonts as a starting point in Tableau currently (parallel to an Excel theme) it is fairly easy to quickly set the default for the entire workbook – automatically updating throughout.



IU Resources

https://www.iu.edu/brand/brand-expression/visual-
language/color/index.html https://rivet.iu.edu/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s important to check your own branding sites with some regularity as these tend to change when new campaigns are launched.Rivet contains additional gradients as well as tools for checking color combinations against WCAG= web content accessibility guidelines – triple A is the gold standard for ADA accessibility compliance (contrast ratio of at least 7:1)



Customize Everything!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But you can customize more than just fonts and colors!



Custom Number Formats in Excel

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Right click on a cell or group of cells and select “Format cell” – the first tab will show number format (also available in the middle of the “Home” tab)If the number is positive then do this…If the number is negative then do this…If the number equals zero then do this…If the value is not a number then do this…Unicode symbols!  https://symbl.cc/en/unicode-table/#geometric-shapes



Custom Number Formats in Tableau

Can include 
words and 
symbols

Specify number of 
digits

Separate formats 
for positive 
numbers, negative 
numbers, zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You probably know that you can set the number format for each number in Tableau.  (And by the way, you can control-click on a bunch of variables and set the default format for all of them, all at once!)  But you can also set custom formats with words and symbols! The custom formatting in Tableau is just like what Bridgett showed you in Excel, with separate options for positive, negative, and zero. But you can also paste in Unicode symbols!



Unicode Symbols

Can be pasted into 
calculated 
variables, aliases, 
number formats, 
and just about 
anything else.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
They can be pasted into calculated variables, aliases, number formats, and just about anything else.  Just google Unicode Symbols, and copy and paste them into your Tableau text fields.



More shapes in Tableau!

I wanted to make a key 
explaining how to sort 
and expand a table in 
Tableau.  The “drill 
down” and “sort” icons 
aren’t Unicode 
characters.

Download for free at 
icons8.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes you can’t find what you want as a Unicode symbol.  In that case, you can define your own custom shapes in your Tableau repository. I wanted to make a key explaining how to sort and expand a table in Tableau.  The “drill down” and “sort” icons aren’t Unicode characters.I was able to download them for free at icons8.com.



Upload as .png 
into My Tableau 
Repository > 
Shapes

Create 
calculated field 
with the text that 
you want next to 
the image.

Put that field on 
Rows, and 
change Marks to 
Shape

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just like Bridgett added color themes to her Tableau Repository, you can add Shapes to your Shapes folder there!



Reload Shapes to 
see your new 
shapes, and then 
select the one you 
want.  Adjust the 
size.

Put these worksheets (one 
for each symbol) on a 
dashboard, and you have a 
key!



IU Resources
The Rivet design team has created icons for use in IU products:

ssw.iu.edu/stickers/



Some Weird Graphs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes you really have to get contort yourself to show what you want to show.  Here are some weird graphs we’ve made!



A Fancy Pie!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This fancy pie chart shows majors and pre-majors.



You can set default 
colors once!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, I’ll tell you that I’m embarrassed to admit how long it took me to realize you can set default colors for variables, rather than setting the color using the color card on each worksheet.



Put your variable on the color card.

Assign your programs to the colors 
you want and adjust the opacity to 
50%

Double click on the pre-
major and pick the screen 
color

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For this pie chart, I wanted to show pre-majors in the same color, but lighter. Here’s a super easy trick for getting a lighter version of your color palette.



Type 
AVG(1) 
on Rows 
card 
twice

Put 
binned 
variable 
on first  
card and 
original 
variable 
on other

Set the 
size of 
top pie 
larger

Edit both axis 
and unclick 
“Include Zero”

Set rows to dual 
axis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the overlapping pie chart, create a second variable that lumps programs and pre-programs togetherThis will put your second pie chart on top of the other.You could actually set the colors of all the pre-majors to white and set the color to 50% opaque when you overlap them so that the colors bleed through. But in other types of graphs, it may be handy to be able to select your screen colors.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can do something similar in Excel.  Made a doughnut chart of your data.  Right click your chart to format it.  Set the hole size to zero and your border to “No line”



For each pre-
major, set the 
color to match 
the major color, 
and set 
transparency 
to 50%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this case, the two pie charts are not overlapping, so the transparency doesn’t allow the larger pie to bleed through.





Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With either Tableau or Excel, you end up with this beautifully weird pie chart!



Venn Diagram drawn to scale (Euler)

Text is on 
floating 
transparent 
worksheets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another weird chart we make.. Our Vice Provost loves this Venn Diagram showing the number of students in overlapping programs.  He asks for this PDF each year.If you saw our presentation last year, you’ve seen this before. However, since then, I’ve figured out a way to make it even better!I eventually made it in Tableau.  The diagram is an image in the background with a bunch of little floating worksheets layered on top of it.To create the PDF, all I have to do is upload new data and replace the image.



The scaled Venn diagram can easily be 
created in R! We’ll give you the code!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To create the Venn, You’ll need R and R Studio.  But you don’t need to know how to code in R.  Just use our templateEnter your names for your circles.  In this case, our scholarships are called HHSP, 21st, and Groups.  Use those same names with an & sign to create the overlap areas.Enter the values in each separate area.  You can choose your hexadecimal colors and whether you want the circles outlined in black or white



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Run the code, and it will give you an image like this.  Make sure you know which circle is which group and then run the second part of our code.It will give you the same image with no text. You can then export and save it as an image.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you get more complex charts, they become slightly less accurate.  That little triangle is not mathematically part of the “Pell” area.  Image will be slightly different each time you run the code, so you can rerun it until you get a version you like (with smaller error.)



Create a worksheet for 
each piece of text and 
make sure they have no 
background color

Add the Venn image and 
floating worksheets to 
your dashboard

Adjust the order to put the 
image behind the text.



Type g to 
see a grid 
while 
arranging 
your 
dashboard!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This shows the outlines of all the overlapping floating worksheets.To update the worksheet, all I’ll have to do is replace the image with a new diagram, and maybe adjust the floating worksheets a bit to line up with the new diagram Sometimes, with floating worksheets, it’s helpful to see everything over a grid.  You can do this by typing g!



Conditional Formatting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes colors and highlighting that change depending upon a condition allow us to easily infer meaning.Like in the Barbie movie when we enter the Kendom after Barbie’s adventures in the real world and we quickly realize something is off in Barbieland.



Excel – Colors

Number of 
Incoming Credits

Enrolled 
Students

Median First Yr 
IU GPA

Avg. IU Retention 
to the Second 

Year (Full Time 
Students)

Avg. Ret. to any 
NSC Inst. for a 
2nd Year (Full 

Time Students)

Avg. IU Four Year 
Graduation Rate 

(Full Time 
Students)

Avg. IU Six Year 
Graduation Rate 

(Full Time 
Students)

30+ 9,904 3.75 95% 98% 83% 92%
15-29 19,733 3.59 94% 98% 80% 88%
10-14 11,639 3.41 92% 97% 73% 83%
5-9 18,349 3.27 91% 96% 67% 79%
1-4 10,160 3.18 89% 95% 63% 77%
0 or Unknown 29,781 3.11 85% 93% 60% 73%
Grand Total 99,566 3.34 90% 96% 69% 80%

Number of 
Incoming Credits

Enrolled 
Students

Median First Yr 
IU GPA

Avg. IU Retention 
to the Second 

Year (Full Time 
Students)

Avg. Ret. to any 
NSC Inst. for a 
2nd Year (Full 

Time Students)

Avg. IU Four Year 
Graduation Rate 

(Full Time 
Students)

Avg. IU Six Year 
Graduation Rate 

(Full Time 
Students)

30+ 9,904 3.75 95% 98% 83% 92%
15-29 19,733 3.59 94% 98% 80% 88%
10-14 11,639 3.41 92% 97% 73% 83%
5-9 18,349 3.27 91% 96% 67% 79%
1-4 10,160 3.18 89% 95% 63% 77%
0 or Unknown 29,781 3.11 85% 93% 60% 73%
Grand Total 99,566 3.34 90% 96% 69% 80%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This table becomes much more readable, with an ability to see trends, when colors showing trends are applied.  To do this we can use conditional formatting in excel.  This is available as a selection on the home tab in excel.  When you select conditional formatting from the home ribbon menu, you will see a drop down of choices.  Color scales use a gradient to color cells based on their values (with highest values colored 1 color and lowest colored a diverging color).  Any selected cells can be given their own color scale.



Excel – Fonts

Bloomington -11.80%
Columbus 11.10%
East -22.30%
Fort Wayne -22.90%
Indianapolis -10.10%
Kokomo -13.60%
Northwest -6.20%
South Bend -4.70%
Southeast -10.10%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Colors can also be used to format cells, defining not just shading but fonts as well.This table is showing equity gaps in 4 year graduation rates.  We want to easily see where gaps exist.  To do this we will use a rule to adjust the fonts in the table.To do this, again click on conditional formatting and now navigate to "new rule".Select "use a formula to determine cells to format" and type in your formula (here if the graduation rates have a gap {the difference is less than 0} then select "Format".  Here I'm changing the font style to Bold and the Color to Red and hitting OK.I'm repeating this step for the cells where there is no gap {the difference is greater than 0}.  Here I'm changing the font to gray.To see both rules, and adjust how they are applied, I can again click on the conditional formatting menu and select "Manager Rules".Here we can adjust how broadly the rule is applied (for instance, applying to the campus label as well)



Excel – Fonts

Bloomington -11.80%
Columbus 11.10%
East -22.30%
Fort Wayne -22.90%
Indianapolis -10.10%
Kokomo -13.60%
Northwest -6.20%
South Bend -4.70%
Southeast -10.10%

Bloomington -12%
Columbus 11%
East -22%
Fort Wayne -23%
Indianapolis -10%
Kokomo -14%
Northwest -6%
South Bend -5%
Southeast -10%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through also adjusting the decimals displayed (in the format numbers options shown previously) we can move from the table on the left to the one on the right.



Excel – Fonts

Bloomington Underrepresented students of color at Bloomington have a 4-Year graduation rate 11.8% lower than non-underrepresented students
Columbus Underrepresented students of color at Columbus have a 4-Year graduation rate 11.1% higher than non-underrepresented students
East Underrepresented students of color at East have a 4-Year graduation rate 22.3% lower than non-underrepresented students
Fort Wayne Underrepresented students of color at Fort Wayne have a 4-Year graduation rate 22.9% lower than non-underrepresented students
Indianapolis Underrepresented students of color at Indianapolis have a 4-Year graduation rate 10.1% lower than non-underrepresented students
Kokomo Underrepresented students of color at Kokomo have a 4-Year graduation rate 13.6% lower than non-underrepresented students
Northwest Underrepresented students of color at Northwest have a 4-Year graduation rate 6.2% lower than non-underrepresented students
South Bend Underrepresented students of color at South Bend have a 4-Year graduation rate 4.7% lower than non-underrepresented students
Southeast Underrepresented students of color at Southeast have a 4-Year graduation rate 10.1% lower than non-underrepresented students

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maybe instead of a table, we actually want text that we can paste into emails for each campus; formatted by color though; such as what is displayed on the screen.  To create this I want to be sure my color formula applies to my text displayed (done by again expanding the cells applied to).  Hiding my source number column and finally creating a formula to use 1 set of concatenated text and values if the number in the hidden column is less than 0 and a different if it is greater.



Tableau- Colors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do we do this in Tableau?  If I start with a same table of data (outcomes by incoming credits).  I will drag my “measure values” to the “color” box on the marks card.  You will then see the color icon with Measure Values next to it and a table with colored text.  Next change the mark from default to square.- that will give you a table with a gradient fill.



Tableau- Colors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, right click on the “Measure values” color mark and select “Use Separate Legends” to select custom color gradients for each column.



Tableau Fonts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To instead change font color – you’ll simply select automatic (rather than square) on the marks card and can create a custom diverging pallet.  Right clicking to edit colors will allow you do define what values should be affiliated with which color.  As in excel, in this example here are equity gaps in red, with non gaps in gray.



Export Text from Tableau

* These are fake 
numbers!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even though we have Tableaus with executive summaries, our senior leadership likes to have weekly numbers emailed as text that can be cut and pasted into other messages.  As we get close to the beginning of the year, that email has 200 numbers… which means 200 opportunities to make a typo.And unfortunately, those beautiful tables in Tableau can’t be exported as text.  This is a portion of the weekly email I have to create.There are a few things I want in this text. I want the numbers to be populated dynamically.I want colors and words to change depending on whether the number is positive or negative.And I want to show the same measures for each step in the admissions funnel.



If you want text to show up in 
different colors, make a 
different variable for 
positive, negative, and zero



Don’t put anything 
on rows or columns.  
Just put everything 
on Text!

Custom format 
numbers

Put all three 
versions of the 
number right 
together (no 
spaces!) and set 
colors for positive, 
negative, and zero



Put all this on a 
dashboard.  There 
is a limit to how 
much you can put in 
one text box, so you 
will need multiple  
worksheets.

Use parameters for 
different points in 
the funnel.



Storytime!



• Drag your DASHBOARD 
into a new story.

• Set the parameter for your 
first page.

• Add a blank sheet, drag the 
dashboard in again, and set 
the parameter for the 
second page.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I used a story to put each step of the funnel together in one exportable Tableau.  If you’ve never used stories before, it’s not hard.



Publish your 
Tableau!

To Export: 

Download as PDF

Set scaling to 100% 
to make sure nothing 
changes.



Open in Adobe 
(don’t just click 
on the 
downloaded 
file!)

Export as Word



What I still have to do 
manually:

• Remove some extra 
blank lines

• Remove s when it’s just 
1

What I don’t have to do:

• Type 200 numbers 
• Worry that I mistyped 

one of 200 numbers
• Change over/from/even 

with
• Change colors



Sparklines

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
Domestic Resident 4,407                 4,660                 4,666                 4,708                 5,129                  5,027                 5,147                  

Domestic Non-Resident 2,906                 2,857                  3,133                  2,945                 3,988                 4,185                  3,957                  
International 688                     580                     492                     275                     365                     524                     446                     

Total 8,001                  8,097                 8,291                  7,928                  9,482                 9,736                  9,550                 

IU Bloomington Beginner Cohort by Residency and International Status

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
Domestic Resident 4,407                 4,660                 4,666                 4,708                 5,129                  5,027                 5,147                  

Domestic Non-Resident 2,906                 2,857                  3,133                  2,945                 3,988                 4,185                  3,957                  
International 688                     580                     492                     275                     365                     524                     446                     

Total 8,001                  8,097                 8,291                  7,928                  9,482                 9,736                  9,550                 

IU Bloomington Beginner Cohort by Residency and International Status

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a table showing data, kind of hard to make meaning of it.  Even when I apply my Barbie palette, it’s a bit hard to understand the trends.  Are international stable?  Decreasing?  



Change the colors, axis, and style

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through the menus available in sparklines you can change the color and weight of a line or lines; add markers signifying important points and highlighting them in a color of your choice, group or ungroup lines and set them to a common axis or separate axes, and finally you can choose between lines, columns, and win loss displays depending on your needs



Can be used to provide a number in 
context

Domestic 
Indiana 

Residents

Domestic Non-
Residents

International 
Students

Total 
Beginners

5,147        3,957       446           9,550       

IU Bloomington Beginner Cohort

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the end, rather than the table showing beginner enrollment across years, you might show simple numbers, in context, as above



EASY Macro Creation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Macros are a tool that automates a manual process.In our world, we do a lot of data extraction, cleaning, and summarizing in SASAnd then we paste the output into excel for making graphs and formatting tables.Sometimes, when updating a document, there’s lots of routine copying information from SAS and pasting it into excel.  To automate the pasting process (and keep track of where in the document you are, it can be handy to record a macro).



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To add the ability to record a macros, you’ll need to add the develop tab by going to customize your excel ribbon and selecting “developer”



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now you’ll see a developer tab.  Imagine we need to paste a lot of sas output into excel.  Each time we copy something in SAS, we want to paste the information as text and turn the fonts green.  To do this I first copy 1 table from SAS as my training task.I navigate to where I hope to paste this into excel and hit “record a macro”.  I then describe the task, and give it a shortcut.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I right click, paste as text, use the font menu to change my newly pasted text green.  Then I hit stop recording.Now, as I’m updating my many sas tables in excel, I use control Q instead of Control V to paste so that I’m both pasting as numbers and turning my text green, allowing me to not lose my place.



Edit Macro

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If I want to edit the macro, that can be done easily.  The macro is actually just visual basic code.  While I’m not a visual basic coder, depending on your recording, the macro is likely simple enough to be edited here with little expertise.



Spin Buttons!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 2nd to last item in this presentation, and the last I will share are spin buttons.  I shared this last year as well but I just love them beyond measure and can’t stop talking about them.Side note – this wheel shows Barbie movies.  Lest you think there’s only that 1.  As the mother of an 11 year old girl who was raised in a household that subscribes to Netflix, I’m about 90% certain that I have seen every single one of these.  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To add spin buttons (which are a bit of a hidden gem) easily, you can again navigate to customizing your quick access tool bar and adding spin buttons.



Interactive Visualization

2

Resident 
Admit 

Standards

Proposed Admission Standards

Indiana Resident

New Scale 
SAT or 
converted 
ACT 97+ 95-96 90-94 85-89 80-84 75-79 70-74 65-69 60-64 50-59 40-49 <40 SAT only

1590+ 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 89%

1540-1580 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 89%

1500-1530 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 89%

1460-1490 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 89%

1430-1450 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 89%

1400-1420 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 89%

1370-1390 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 89%

1340-1360 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 89%

1310-1330 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 41%

1270-1300 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 41%

1220-1260 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 20% 41%

1170-1210 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 41%

1130-1160 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 7%

1080-1120 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 7%

1030-1070 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 7%

980-1020 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

930-970 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

<930 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

No Test 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 0%

MISSING 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

High School Performance Measure Score

# % Difference

5,128        5,131        54% about same

3,988      4,021       42% about same

366          394          4% about same

9,482      9,546      100% about same

1,668       1,889       larger

73 74 about same

1298 1311 increaseMean SAT/Converted ACT:

Last Year 
Actual 

Outcome

Modeled Outcome*

Average Index:

Residents
Domestic Non-Residents
International
Total
Underrepresented

19

Resident 
Admit 

Standards

Proposed Admission Standards

Indiana Resident

New Scale 
SAT or 
converted 
ACT 97+ 95-96 90-94 85-89 80-84 75-79 70-74 65-69 60-64 50-59 40-49 <40 SAT only

1590+ 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1540-1580 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1500-1530 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1460-1490 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1430-1450 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1400-1420 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 89%

1370-1390 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 41%

1340-1360 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 20% 20% 41%

1310-1330 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1270-1300 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1220-1260 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1170-1210 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1130-1160 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1080-1120 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

1030-1070 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

980-1020 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

930-970 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

<930 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 7%

No Test 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 64% 64% 64% 20% 20% 0%

MISSING 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

High School Performance Measure Score

# % Difference

5,128        4,992      53% smaller

3,988      4,021       43% about same

366          394          4% about same

9,482      9,407      100% about same

1,668       1,870       larger

73 74 about same

1298 1314 increaseMean SAT/Converted ACT:

Last Year 
Actual 

Outcome

Modeled Outcome*

Average Index:

Residents
Domestic Non-Residents
International
Total
Underrepresented

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spin buttons are clickable arrows you drag into a worksheet to make an excel file easily dynamic for a consumer.  While we do this all the time in Tableau these days, the first place I learned to do this is excel and I still find many times where excel is the better tool and spin buttons are an ideal solution.  To use a spin button, you click your newly added option and place it in your visual display.  Then you right click and select what cell the spin button will control, what increment the change should be when clicked and what minimum and maximum values should be used.  An example of when we have used these at IU is in sharing modeled admit standards.  We create a workbook with sophisticated models on hidden sheets.  The output of a projection is influenced by the selections made in tightening or loosening standards on a proposed admit grid.  A user clicking the standards tighter changes the values in a cell that feed through to determine which models to use and produce a projected class.  The higher they click, the lower individual cells admit rates are set and then smaller a projected class becomes.  



Lock all other cells 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Select the whole sheet using the triangle in the cornerClick the arrow at the bottom right of the Font menuGo to the Protection tab and click the Locked box until it is empty like shown (you might have to click it twice!).  Then click OKNow you’re at the starting point where everything is unlocked.Go back and select the cells that you want to lock.  It should be everything EXCEPT the cell(s) DIRECTLY affected by the spin button (if you’ve still got the full sheet selected, simply cntrl+click the cells you want to allow to be edited)Go to the Format Cells window again and check the Locked box for those cellsRight click on the tab for the sheet and select Protect SheetType in a password – Like BarbieRulesIf you now try to edit a cell other than the ones unlocked, you’ll receive an error.



Dynamically Hidden Worksheets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our last tip is how to dynamically hide worksheets.  Imagine we want a dashboard that will display our kids sorted in different ways.



• Create parameter to select which 
worksheet to show.

• Create calculated variable using that 
parameter.

• Use that variable as a filter on each 
worksheet.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create parameter to select which worksheet to show.  In this case, each worksheet will sort our kids in a different way- by gender, birth order, or who is the mom!Create calculated variable using that parameter.Use that variable as a filter on each worksheet to determine whether that worksheet shows up.



Add a container to 
the dashboard, 
and put your 
worksheets in the 
container.



• Hide the title of every worksheet
• Fit each worksheet to the entire view
• Arrange your title and selection parameter, and 

remove any keys or filters that you don’t want.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then when you choose to sort by Mom, you only see the sorted-by-mom worksheet, while the others are hidden.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you choose gender, that worksheet disappears and you see the gender-sorted worksheet







Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I hope you’ve enjoyed the ride with us and can create beautiful visualizations to suit your tastes. Even if your tastes are more weird barbie than glamorous
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